A child of the mountain state of Virginia, Morgan Lynsey grew up steeped in music. Ultimately, she moved to Nashville where
she's establishing herself as one of the next big female artists. Morgan has a style that is uplifting, fun and soulful, she is
winning hearts with her catchy lyrics and pure toned vocals.
Morgan released her new single “Gypsy Hearts” in February. The stunning single is a fun, free-spirited story of adventures on
the road that glorifies simple living and exploring the beauty of Earth. It is a reflection of the life she’s lived over the last few
years as she’s been following her dreams. All the trials, tribulations, hopes and successes are somewhat documented in each of
her songs and she can’t wait to share more of her story with her fans.
Morgan is set to release a new single ‘Magic’ in early 2018. The inspiration for this track came from a late-night discussion on
how love can be viewed from many different perspectives - the perspectives of the lovers, the people on the outside looking in
and the creator of love itself. Magic is a classic ballad that has a timeless feel and was recorded in Nashville with a great band
featuring members from Lee Brice.
A child of 90’s country music Morgan was influenced by the likes of The Dixie Chicks, Shania Twain, and Jewel, while also
embracing the big pop stars of the time. These were all inspirations, with a constant love for music from her childhood, her
talents eventually landed her a scholarship to a conservatory in New York City.
Arriving in the heated competition of Nashville, Morgan Lynsey remains undaunted and true to her original vision. She is not
destined to be just another country-starlet but feels through her music that she has a purpose, a positive message that will
resonate worldwide.
Morgan is excited to be releasing her new album soon, whatever the future has in store there is one undeniable fact about
Morgan Lynsey: she is exactly who she is - honest, authentic, ever-changing - and she sees the world as something she can take
by storm.
Morgan's got big things happening and she'd love to bring you along for the ride!
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